Coupling Influences SMM Properties for Pure 4 f Systems.
Increasing both the energy barrier for magnetization reversal and the coercive field of the hysteresis loop are significant challenges in the field of single-molecule magnets (SMMs). Coordination geometries of lanthanide ions and magnetic interactions between lanthanide ions are both important for guiding the magnetic behavior of SMMs. We report a high energy barrier of 657 K (457 cm-1 ) in a diamagnetic-ion-diluted lanthanide chain compound with a constrained bisphenoid symmetry (D2d ); this energy barrier is substantially higher than the barrier of 567 K (394 cm-1 ) of the non-diluted chain compound with intrachain ferromagnetic interactions. Although intrachain magnetic interaction lowers the energy barrier for magnetization reversal, it can greatly enhance the coercive fields and zero-field remanence of the hysteresis loops, which is crucial for the rational design of high-performance SMMs. Factors related to the coordination sphere of the lanthanide center, which govern the high magnetic relaxation barriers through the second excited Kramer's doublets and the magnetic interactions that affect the hysteresis loops, were revealed through ab initio calculations.